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Abstract

Mankind has gone the wrong way to adjust the climate. Not СО2, but our attitude to water leads life on the planet
to a catastrophe. Water affects not only the environment, but also the climate. As a result of human activity, the
functions of the main part of the water have changed. Instead of keeping the biota and cleaning it, by supplying it
with moisture, mineral and organic substances, the water comes with precipitation and returns to the atmosphere by
artificial evaporation from arable lands, asphalt, reservoirs, dumps. In total, people took from nature 63% of the
inhabited earth for these purposes, each hectare of which contained 20 tons of underground living creatures. These
are microbes, worms, and so on living creatures that, in symbiosis with plants and terrestrial populations, absorb
moisture, transform in food chains and exhale purely individual pairs, which we call natural or organic vapors.
Human intervention in the circulation of water reduces food chains, and water from asphalt and other destroyed
areas evaporates immediately after precipitation. We call this evaporation artificial. More artificial fumes are
produced by industry and utilities around the world. The total artificial evaporation creates unprecedented volumes
of water in the atmosphere, which destroyed the mechanism of atmospheric phenomena, which has been improved
for millions of years. The cyclicity, massiveness and zones of precipitation have changed.
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Introduction
Almost the whole of Europe has “ennobled” its territories with

arable land, water reservoirs, and cities. Only the all-round return to
nature of organic fumes and the reduction of artificial fumes can save
the world. Among the measures to reduce artificial fumes should be
the total water saving in everyday life by every person, every enterprise
of all branches of agriculture and industry. Reconstruction of the entire
agriculture with the introduction of non-waste plowing, drip
irrigation. There are many different ways and means of reducing water
consumption.

One of the most capacious in artificial evaporation is man-made
reservoirs. Full stop of projects and construction of new reservoirs,
gradual liquidation of existing ones is necessary. There are interesting
technical solutions for preserving the generation of electricity without
dams and water accumulation. Climate degradation is a huge problem
that requires new thinking. The Paris agreements call for a reduction in
the emission of carbon dioxide. This is not a proven assumption. There
is no convincing argument in the direct dependence of the increase in
temperature on the Earth from the increase in CO2 in the atmosphere.
“Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation,” the need for which 750
experts say, lead to humility with climate change. This leads to a
distraction of humanity from finding out the true causes of climate
change, the loss of time, to a catastrophe. Attempts to reduce fuel
burning are similar to the movement of a vessel with a hole on the
bottom, passengers who are scooping up water. A hole is increasing.

It is known that climate, natural disasters, and weather are all
formed in the atmosphere. A lot of different gases enter the
atmosphere. Among them, water vapor and carbon dioxide. Since the
beginning of the XX century, according to UN experts, the increase in
CO2 emissions was from 0.5% to 5% per year. As a result, over the last

hundred years, 400 billion tons of CO2 has been supplied by
combustion of fuel to the atmosphere 4 billion tons a year. Is this a lot
or a little? Let’s look at the water. Every year people irretrievably take
from rivers and lakes about 2000 cubic kilometers of fresh water. All
this water after use in irrigation, industrial and communal processes,
leaves in an atmosphere without organic changes. In terms of tons, this
is the picture: (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The ratio of 1. CO2; 2. Water evaporation in the
atmosphere.

1 year 4 billion tons of CO2 is released into the atmosphere.

1 year 2000 billion tons of water is released into the atmosphere by
artificial evaporation from communal, industrial and agricultural
processes.

It is necessary to add to this the volumes of fumes from the land.
And the entire inhabited part of the planet is divided into two parts.
The first is the existing biota; a part untouched by civilization- its 37%.
The second is the degraded areas that we tore from nature to arable
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land, asphalt, artificial reservoirs, landfills, deforestation, etc. such
areas 63%. Vaporization from biota is quite extensive each birch
evaporates, about 200 liters of water per day, each person exhales and
releases about 3 liters as an element of the biota. Vapors from degraded
territories are much higher in volume and speed. Compare
evaporation with asphalt and soil immediately after rain. Not speaking
about quality of artificial and organic evaporations, it is possible to
draw a conclusion that the right column in the presented schedule
grows appreciably enough. Imagine that if there was no anthropogenic
evaporation of water, there would be any civilization, this column
would be shorter by several times. And he was such in the pre-
industrial era. Our generation still felt the charm of a climate
untouched by civilization. Present generations still see its elements.
Subsequent generations of this may find themselves in a world of
permanent natural disasters.

Now, a lot of new hydroelectric power stations are being designed
and built with the flooding of vast areas. Rapidly developing new
technologies with the consumption of new volumes of water. The bar
on the chart grows with increasing speed.

Artificial evaporation increases with each destroyed hectare [1].
what grows on cultivated land and exploited “forests” is not a biota.
These kinds of plants and the people they eat never form natural
communities and are not capable of controlling the environment.
Moreover, due to the achieved high productivity of such artificial sets
of living organisms, they exert a destructive effect on the environment,
often exceeding the control effect of natural aboriginal biota that
existed earlier in the same territory. Therefore, in the deserts
(including all territories covered by glaciers now or in the past), biotic
control is simply turned off, but the deserts do not destroy the
environment on a global scale, which cannot be said of cultivated lands
and waters where a highly productive “antibiotic” (producing at high
speed but environmentally senseless products) destabilizes the
environment [2].

The manufacture of each item requires water flow. For example, 400
m3 of water is required for the production of 1 ton of glue; 250 m3 of
water is used for the production of 1 ton of cotton fabric of the factory.
A lot of water is required by the chemical industry. Thus, about 1000
m3 of water is expended on the production of 1 ton of ammonia.
Modern large thermal power plants consume a huge amount of water.
Only one station with a capacity of 300,000 kW consumes up to 120
m3/s, or more than 300 million m3 per year [3].

At the water we took away its most important link, the function -
the transformation in the organic. Gigants mass of water rises to the
atmosphere without natural structural transformations. Evaporation of
water from asphalt, steam generator, from the kettle and drying dishes
is artificial evaporation or evaporation with a reduced cycle. These
waters have not fulfilled their natural destinies. The dialectic transition
of quantity to quality - an increase in the volumes and rates of
evaporation led to a change in the circulation of water, led to a
distortion of the essence of the most important natural process [4-7].
Hence the natural disasters, the intensity and frequency of which
increases every year and leads to the complete destruction of life on the
planet. And it, destruction, has already begun many kinds of plants,
animal, birds and insects disappear from the face of our planet 1,000
times faster than the natural level. This means that we lose 10 to 130
species every day. The economic damage caused by natural disasters,
calculated by the authors of one of the studies, amounted to seven
trillion dollars. The scientists came to their conclusions by analyzing
the data on 35 thousand natural disasters that occurred in the last

hundred years, which led to the death of more than eight million
people. The agony of the planet begins [8-10].

Adaptation to a changing climate, as called for by modern
climatologists, may extend life on the planet for a decade, maybe for
the 1st century. The fight against carbon dioxide, the transition to
“green technologies”, alternative energy sources-all these are necessary,
useful, but far from sufficient measures. They are microscopic.

It is necessary to work out a new strategy based not on “scooping up
water, but on closing the hole”, it is necessary to save the ship - life on
the planet. The intensity of artificial fumes increases with the increase
in the degradation of territories, the development of technologies in all
spheres of human life [11].

A person must understand and create a new direction in the
relationship with nature. If we want to preserve life on the planet for
our descendants, we urgently need to return water to its natural
functions. Only the all-round return to nature of organic fumes and
the reduction of artificial fumes can save the world. Among the
measures to reduce artificial fumes should be the total water saving in
everyday life by every person, every enterprise of all branches of
agriculture and industry. Reconstruction of all agriculture with the
introduction of shallow plowing, drip irrigation, other ways to reduce
water consumption [12]. One of the most capacious in artificial
evaporation is man-made reservoirs. Now everywhere is building up
new hydroelectric power stations with the flooding of new vast
territories. It is necessary to completely stop the projects and
construction of these reservoirs, the gradual elimination of existing
ones.
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